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Bible passages examined: 
 

● Rich young ruler 

● Mark 8 (take up cross and follow me) 

 

*** 

 

Thoughts and ideas shared after reading the passages above: 

 

● For followers of Jesus, there are two critical questions: 

○ Who is Jesus? 

○ Who am I? 

● What is identity? 

○ Beliefs and convictions about myself 

● If you were to write down 5 words about your own identity, what would they be? 

● The concept of identity didn’t come into pop culture until the mid-1990s. 

● What are the downsides of having an inaccurate identity?  

● What are the benefits of having a strong identity?  

● It is possible to have an inaccurately positive identity or an inaccurately negative 

identity. 

● How does a person develop an accurate identity? 

○ Look at objective truths about myself 

○ Family and childhood messages 

○ Friends / culture / hometown  

○ Social media (# of “likes”) 

○ Job / vocation  

○ Experiences  

○ What people in authority over me say about me 

○ Identity is formed outside of us, not inside of us. 
○ Desires 

● What does Jesus offer a person to help develop an identity?  

○ Mark 8 

■ life / soul in this passage = “psyche” 

■ Identity is from Christ 

■ We don’t have to work in order to know (accomplish) our identity 

○ He gives us overt statements about who we are 
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■ “You are the salt of the earth….” 

■ “You are children of light….” 

○ He gives us Biblical implications about ourselves from overt statements about 

God  

■ “I am the King….” 

■ “I am the Good Shepherd….” 

■ “I am your Father….” 

■ “I am your Husband….” 

○ He gives us Biblical commands  

■ “Love the Lord your God….” 

■ “Forgive your enemies….” 

■ “Speak the truth in love….” 

○ What does faith and repentance look like in this discussion about identity? 

■ Repent of wrong beliefs about yourself. 

■ Trust in the true statements about yourself.  
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